
A group of Senators & Representatives

urged the DOJ Antitrust Division to

continue its civil investigation into whether

the nation’s 4 biggest meatpackers have

engaged in anticompetitive activity. 

  

"Despite strong consumer demand and

reopening across much of the country,

cattle producers face significant business

challenges. The farmers & ranchers are

contending with high market volatility,

drought, and extreme input costs, & they

can't capture the value they deserve for the

high-quality product they supply," "We

have a high supply of cattle at one end of

this equation & a high demand for U.S.

beef at the other, but the middle is being

absolutely choked by the lack of

processing capacity. It’s in the best

interests of both producers & consumers

for the Department of Justice to get to the

bottom of the current market dynamics,

and asses why they seemingly always result

in producers getting the short end of the

deal. Cattle producers deserve to know

whether or not the price disparity that has

plagued our market is the result of anti-

competitive or other inappropriate

practices in the packing sector.”

Congressmembers Push DOJ to

Advance Investigation into

Anticompetitive Practices

"The price of meat has climbed really high,

it's crazy," said Fernanda Alvarenga, a 38-

year-old administrative employee in

Buenos Aires.

BUENOS AIRES/CHICAGO/SAO PAULO, - 

 Beef prices are surging worldwide, taking

meat off the menu in steak-loving Buenos

Aires and spoiling summer barbecues in

the United States as Chinese imports rise

and the cost of feeding cattle soars.

Globally, the surge is contributing to the

highest food prices since 2014, according to

the United Nations food agency, hitting

poorer consumers particularly hard as they

struggle to recover from economic

shutdowns triggered by the COVID-19

pandemic.

 

The rise in beef prices has been spurred by

increasing demand from China, limited

cattle supplies in some countries, a

shortage of slaughterhouse workers and

rising feed costs. The trend is starting to

rattle supplier markets and impact policy.

Argentina, the second-biggest beef

supplier to China after Brazil, on May 17

halted exports for a month as it grapples

with runaway inflation. It blamed high

demand from Asia for drawing down local

beef supplies and raising domestic prices.

Rising Beef Prices Squeeze Carnivores

from Buenos Aires to California
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Climbing feed costs are creating a difficult

situation for feed users. As the markets

tries to figure out just how high feed costs

will actually go, feed users are faced with

the same dilemma.

As grain prices are already at historically

high levels, a possible weather scare could

produce an even scarier outlook for those

needing to buy feed. It’s not just corn that

is creating price pain for feed buyers, but

also soybeans. “One of the big ones right at

the moment is that we simply have a very

large supply of fed cattle and not enough

packing capacity to process at all,” says

Derrell Peel, livestock specialist with

Oklahoma State University.

Peel says the lack of packing capacity is

getting to a critical point.

“We've been aware for several years that

packing capacity had gotten down to a

point where it was kind of imbalanced

with cattle numbers, and actually, now is a

little bit shorter what we need,” Peel adds.

“But there's just a backlog of fed cattle

right now. And that's really weighing on

these fed cattle markets,” says Peel.

 

More Info
 

 

As Feed Costs Skyrocket, Cattle

Producers Faced with Double Dose of

Bad News

https://www.drovers.com/news/beef-production/feed-costs-skyrocket-cattle-producers-faced-double-dose-bad-news


U.S. Cattle Slaughter Drops 27,000 Head as JBS Cyberattack Cripples
Largest Beef Processor
A cyberattack on the world’s largest meat processor crippled beef and pork

processing capacity early this week. JBS USA confirmed the attack affected

servers at its IT systems in North America and Australia.The White House said on

Tuesday that Brazil's JBS SA informed the U.S. government that the ransomware

attack against the company originated from a criminal organization likely based

in Russia. USDA’s daily cattle slaughter estimates revealed 94,000 head of cattle

were processed on Tuesday, a drop of 27,000 head from the same time last

week.

Bloomberg reported Tuesday JBS’s five largest beef plants in the U.S. halted

processing, which accounts for 22,500 head of cattle per day. The reports

showed processing plants were closed in Nebraska, Texas, Utah and Wisconsin.

In addition to plant closures, others were running at reduced capacity. Early

Tuesday labor union representatives in the U.S. said shifts were canceled at a

number of plants. In the U.S., JBS accounts for about 23% of total slaughter

capacity. News of the cyberattack hit before commodity markets opened, but

the news sent livestock futures lower. “The live cattle market was down early on

Tuesday, but I don't know if we could assign all that to the JBS announcement,”

says Glynn Tonsor, livestock economist with Kansas State University. “It was a

long weekend, corn market was up over the weekend as well. There's a lot of

different things there. But all else equal, the cattle market is concerned.”

Read Full Article Here

On March 18, 2020, the Federal Motor

Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA)

issued an Expanded Emergency

Declaration exempting livestock

haulers from compliance with the

federal Hours of Service rules that

limit drive time. Under the Emergency

Declaration, Hours of Service rest

requirements remain in effect,

meaning that once a driver returns to

his or her “normal reporting location,”

that individual must still receive a

minimum of 10 hours of off-duty rest.

 

The Emergency Declaration has been

extended on four prior occasions,

most recently through May 31. Last

Wednesday, however, FMCSA again

issued an extension of the modified

Emergency Declaration, which

expands the hours of service

exemption through August 31.

 

The current Emergency Declaration

applies to a limited class of freight,

including livestock and livestock feed.

As with previous extensions of the

Emergency Declaration, only finished

feed products remain exempt from

the ordinary Hours of Service

regulation; ingredients used in feed

product are not exempt from Hours of

Service rules. Unlike the initial

Emergency Declaration and prior

extensions, the latest extension

includes a note that it is “FMCSA’s

intention to wind down the

exemptions granted under this

Emergency Declaration.” To that end,

FMCSA will review the emergency

declaration as of July 1, and may take

action to modify or terminate the

Emergency Declaration prior to

August 31 if warranted.

Hours of Service Exemptions for
Livestock Haulers Extended Through
August 31
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CattleFax Update May 28, 2021
Fed Cattle –  Moderate trade occurred in the North at mostly $120 live, and $191 dressed –
steady to $1 firmer than last week. Moderate volumes traded in the South from mainly
$119 to $120 – steady with last week. 

Boxed Beef – Last minute Memorial Day purchases and continued buying from
foodservice pushed Choice boxes $5.80 higher, while Selects advanced by $3.04.
However, a softer undertone was noted late in the week. 
Feeder Cattle – Traded steady to $3 higher. 
Calves – Traded $1 softer to $3 higher. 
Market Cows – Traded mostly steady to $2 firmer. 
Corn – Ended the week down 2 cents/ bushel.

https://www.agweb.com/news/livestock/beef/jbs-usa-suffers-cyberattack
https://www.ams.usda.gov/mnreports/sj_ls710.txt
https://www.agweb.com/news/livestock/beef/us-cattle-slaughter-drops-27000-head-jbs-cyberattack-cripples-largest-beef
https://calcattlemen.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=895db2a994a1b8767db5840c8&id=932fd6507a&e=bb8dec3dc5

